Registry: Spine Tango User Meeting (STUM)

9:00 Welcome (T. Zweig, A. Luca)
9:05 Introduction to the program (A. Luca)

1. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MEETS TANGO (9.10 – 9.50)
   *Experts make our life easier – go electronic (Chair: R. Sobottke)*

   09:10–9:16 Expertise from Italy (G. Banfi, Milan)
   09:20–9:26 Expertise from Germany (M. Ringe, Würselen)
   09:30–9:36 An academic approach to registries (T. Jansen, Bonn)
   09:40–9:50 Discussion

   09:50–10:10 Coffee Break

2. BACKGROUND AND CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS (10.10-10.50)
   *(Chair: T. Pigott and E. Munting)*

   10:10–10:20 The philosophy behind ST (T. Pigott, Liverpool)
   10:20–10:30 National society perspective (E. Munting, Otignies)
   10:30–10:50 Discussion

   10:50–11:25 National Joint Registry (Keith Tucker, UK, Keynote speaker)

3. MEDTECH MEETS SPINE TANGO (11.25-12.45)
   *(Chair: Tim Pigott and Everard Munting)*

   11:25–11:35 Expectations of notified bodies (G. Labek)
   11:35–11:45 Surgeon-Industry relationship (J. Franke)

   Companies’ expectations and options with an international registry

   11:45–12:15 How registries meet industry’s needs moderated by
   Mr. Keith Tucker Industry presentations

   12:15–12:45 Podium Discussion

   12:45–13:45 Lunch
4. BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION, STATUS QUO AND NEAR FUTURE PLANS (13.45-14.45)
   (Chair: A. Luca)

13:45–13:55 Experience from Italy (Bottinelli, Milan)
13:55–14:05 Experience from UK (Ch. Harrop, Liverpool)
14:05–14:15 Experience from Belgium (J. Van Lerbeirghe)
14:15–14:45 Open Discussion and User Forum (15 min each)

14:45–15:15 Coffee break

5. SPINE TANGO IN PRACTICE (15.15-16.35)
   (Chair A. Mannion)

15:35–15:45 Spine Tango: Current status (T. Zweig)
15:45–15:55 How to do research with ST (A. Mannion)
15:55–16:05 User feedback survey (K. Goodwin)
16:05–16:35 Discussion

6. ST CONSERVATIVE (16.35-17.10)
   (Chair S. Morris)

16:35–16:45 Conservative therapist's view (S. Morris)
16:45–16:55 Surgeon’s view (T. Zweig)
16:55–17:10 Discussion

17:10 End

Room: Wicklow Hall 1, CCD Dublin

Note: separate registration is needed → http://www.eurospine2017/registration